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Biochemistry 5th Edition Reviewed Author: Reginald H. Garrett ID: 1133108792 Part I: MOLECULAR COMPONENTS OF CELLS Cells. 1. Chemistry is the logic of biological phenomena. 2. Water-The medium of life. 3. Thermodynamics of Biological Systems. 4. Amino acids. 5. Proteins: Their primary structure and biological functions. 6. Proteins: Secondary,
tertiary and quaternary structure. 7. Carbohydrates and glyco-conjugates of the cell surface. 8. Lipids. 9. Transport of membranes and membranes. 10. Nucleotides and nucleic acids. 11. Structure of nucleic acids. 12. Recombinant DNA: Cloning and creation of chimeric genes. Part Two: PROTEIN DYNAMICS. 13. Kinetic enzyme. 14. Mechanisms of
enzymatic action. Regulation of the enzyme. 16. Molecular Motors. Part III: METABOLISM AND ITS REGULATION. 17. Nutrition and organization of metabolism. 18. Glycolysis. 19. The tricarboxylic acid cycle. 20. Electronic transport and oxidative phosphorus. 21. Photosynthesis. 22. Gluconeogenesis, Glycogen metabolism, and the Pentosa Phosphate
Pathway. 23. Fat acid catabolism. 24. Lipid biosynthesis. 25. Acquisition of nitrogen and metabolism of amino acids. 26. The synthesis and degradation of nucleotides. 27. Metabolic Integration and Organ Specialization. Part IV: TRANSFER OF INFORMATION. 28. DNA metabolism. 29. Transcription and regulation of gene expression. 30. Protein synthesis. 31.
Post-translational protein processing and protein degradation. 32. Reception and transmission of extracellular information. About author Reginald H. Garrett he was educated at Baltimore City Public Schools and Johns Hopkins University, where he received his Ph.D. in biology in 1968. Since then, he has completed research and biochemistry courses at the
University of Virginia, where he is currently professor of Biology. He is the author of numerous articles and review articles on biochemical, genetic and molecular biological aspects of inorganic nitrogen metabolism. His early research focused on the path of assimilation of nitrates into filamentous fungi. His research contributed substantially to our understanding
of the enzymology, genetics and regulation of this important pathway of biological nitrogen acquisition. More recently, he has collaborated on systems approaches to the metabolic basis of nutrition-related diseases. His research has been supported by grants from the National Institutes of Health, the National Science Foundation and private industry. A member
of the American Society of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Garrett is a former Fulbright Scholar, was twice Visiting Scholar at the University of Cambridge, and was a visiting professor at the University of Toulouse, France. Charles M. Grisham received his Ph.D. in chemistry from the Illinois Institute of Technology 1969 and his Ph.D. in chemistry from the
University of Minnesota in 1973. After one of a a naming at the Philadelphia Cancer Research Institute, he became professor of Chemistry at the University of Virginia, where he teaches biochemistry, introductory chemistry and physical chemistry. He has written numerous articles and review articles on active sodium, potassium and calcium transport in
mammalian systems, on C protein, and on the applications of NMR and EPR spectroscopy for the study of biological systems. His work has been supported by the National Institutes of Health, the National Science Foundation, the Muscular Dystrophy Association of America, the Research Corporation, the American Heart Association and the American
Chemical Society. A fellow of the American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Grisham held the Knapp Chair of Chemistry in 1999 at the University of San Diego; he was Visiting Scientist at the University Institute of Physiology in Aarhus, Aarhus, Denmark, for two years; and received a Professional Research Development Award from the National
Institutes of Health. Paperback: 1280 pagesEditor: Cengage Learning; 5a Edició revisada (1 de març, 2012)Idioma: EnglishISBN-10: 1133108792ISBN-13: 978-1133108795 Dimensions del producte: 9.1 x 1.5 x 10.8 polzades Pes d'enviament: 5,2 lliures (Veure tarifes d'enviament i polítiques) Els millors venedors rang: #788,5 14 en Llibres (Veure Top 100 en
Llibres) #811 en Llibres &gt; Enginyeria i Transport &gt; Enginyeria &gt; Bioenginyeria &gt; #1716 en Llibres &gt; Ciència i Matemàtiques &gt; Química &gt; General i #1906 de Referència en Llibres &gt; Llibres de Text &gt; Ciència i Matemàtiques &gt; Química vaig fer 2 cursos de bioquímica de grau, i aquest era el llibre utilitzat. The authors attack a balance
between biology (i.e. discussion of regulation and physiology) and chemistry (i.e. reaction mechanisms and protein structures). This book is at the center of the line between Voet (hardcore chemistry/structural biology) and Lehninger (physiology/pre-med approach). The illustrations were clear and overall the text was understandable. For teaching a bachelor's
degree course in biochemistry, Garrett &amp;&amp; Grisham is hard to beat. My school's undergraduate biochemistry is taught by the biochemistry department (not surprisingly). However, as a result, we have all sorts of people taking the course from possible chemists (me) to premeds and general science majors. So the dept. uses this book and it's probably
the best compromise out there. Voet and Voet would be perfect if the course was taught exclusively for chemists, Stryer if the course was loaded with premeds (horrible thinking, I know) But Garrett and Grisham have managed to write a pretty well balanced text (one is in the bio department of UVA, the other chemotherapy department of UVA) with plenty of
chemical ideas and medical relevance. Based on (I'm experiences that have had biochemistry teaching to a mixed audience, and knowing that most bachelor's degree biochemistry courses to be taught to similar groups of students nationwide, this is the best book for a case like this. (However, I am getting Voet and Voet as a reference for me personally one of
these days.) My university uses this book for the two-semester biochemistry sequence for students of BSc/Biochemistry Chemistry. It's a well written book, in general – a lot of information, but not a very dense scientific read. The best part is the way authors keep tying things to reality... the sidebars explain how protein folding dynamics affect Alzheimer's
disease, or what protease inhibition means for the development of HIV drugs. The figures are aesthetically pleIDg and really help clarify descriptions in the text. The only problem is that the figures are usually a couple of pages away from the text they refer to. For example, when describing the mechanism of chemotryptapsin cleavage, it would make much more
sense to put all the text on the left page and the mechanism/structures on the right page. Instead, the text is about three pages before the device, which means that the reader has to keep spinning back and forth trying to understand what's going on. It is so in most, if not all cases. It's not a great thing, but it's the kind of thing the design publisher should have
noticed when putting the book together. Maybe they'll fix it in the fourth edition. Either way, this is a very good biochemistry book. I would recommend it for a student of chemistry or biochemistry. Biochemistry Reginald H Garrett 9781133108795 Success in the course with Biochemistry 5E International Edition Editorial Cengage Learning 5th Edition revised
Edition March 1 1 2012 Language English Lehninger Principles of Biochemistry 5th Edition PDF Download Lehninger Principles of Biochemistry 5th Edition Lehninger Principles of Biochemistry 5th Edition 5th Editionª EDITION PDF has been reviewed in depth and the book of biochemistry of Jeremy M Berg John L Tymoczko Biochemistry has 8 editions
available to buy in Alibris the blog alibris 8th Edition revised 5th Edition revised Download Biochemistry 5th Edition reviewed PDF BudimanJelita737 Academia.edu uses cookies to customize content, adapt ads and improve the user experience. By using our website, you accept our collection of information through the use of cookies. For more information, see
our Privacy Policy.× Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance and provide you with relevant advertising. If you continue browsing, you accept the use of cookies on this website. See our User Agreement and Privacy Policy. Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance, and to provide you with relevant advertising.
continues browsing, you accept the use of cookies on this website. See our Privacy Policy and User Agreement for more information. Details. Details.
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